Libertarian Party of Florida post- Convention Report
By Mike Kane 5/29/13
Please note I’m trying to be as objective and thorough as possible with this, but this is what
happened from my perspective. I’ve added some of my own commentary here. Note the blue text
italicized text is copied directly from the unapproved minutes taken from Secretary Lynn House.
I wrote this much from memory and omitted things I only found to be very irrelevant so this is in
no way complete. If I missed anything please feel free to comment below.
Many thanks to everyone who participated, with special thanks to Jo Ann Vaccarino for all of the
photos. The Collier LP put on an excellent convention. Also thanks to Lynn House for the
minutes.
The Libertarian Party of Florida held its annual business convention at the Hilton in Naples, FL
this past weekend, May 24-26th.
Saturday Morning 9:00 AM
The conventions opening remarks were given by Ray Netherwood, a candidate from nearby
Marco Island who is running for U.S. House in Florida District 19
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J8s4l2e4dFE&list=PLs6Q8Z5ZXjefrU19vBJ9q7w9feMF6_8m
Ray Netherwood picture:
https://fbcdn-sphotos-b-a.akamaihd.net/hphotos-akprn1/931395_627289293966181_23646178_n.jpg

Jared Grifoni, chair of the Collier County LP, gave a few remarks as well.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0t8XTDdXwm8&list=PLs6Q8Z5ZXjefrU19vBJ9q7w9feMF6_8m&index=2
Picture: Jared Grifoni

After a call to order, sergeant at Arms Paul Henry was appointed.
Secretary Lynn House gave the credentials report, with 57 delegates, 29 being a quorum, 38 for
2/3.
Geoff Neale, Chair of the Libertarian National Committee gave a speech, the theme called “Be
Dangerous”. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u8R7fS0tG3s&list=PLs6Q8Z5ZXjefrU19vBJ9q7w9feMF6_8m”. The highlight of Mr. Neale’s speech was when he discussed a new
project being launched by the LNC – a crowd funding website for specific projects. He spoke in
length about doing short 15 second commercials for the LP on national television as one of the
projects for this website that I believe will be called libertarianangels.com

https://fbcdn-sphotos-a-a.akamaihd.net/hphotos-akash4/379614_628029317225512_1356961419_n.jpg
After Mr. Neale’s speech, quorum was called and agenda passed without objection. Some folks
wanted to object to the agenda since it only included bylaws and constitution changes from one
person, Dana Cummings, who previously announced intent to run for chair. The only exception
was one addition to the agenda to the platform from Tom Rhodes, the chair of the platform
committee.
It should be noted that the Executive Committee in Florida sets the agenda for the convention
and all the constitutional changes have to come from the Rules Committee (of which Dana
Cummings was chair of). Bylaws changes do not have to come from the rules committee, but all
that made the agenda came from Dana Cummings. Some individuals tried to bylaws changes
added as well as resolutions added to the agenda in advance, but the Executive Committee
refused to put them on there.
At 10:00, there was a First Call for Nominations from the Floor for 4 EC positions. The positions
that were up for election were Chair, Vice-Chair, At-Large Director (1), and At-Large Director
(3). All which are roughly 2 year terms, which will end at the 2015 Florida LP convention. Seats
that will up for election next year 2014 are Secretary, Treasurer, and At-Large Director (2).
Mike Kane was nominated for Vice-Chair
Pete Blome was nominated for At-Large 1
Greg Lennon was nominated for At-Large 3
Dave Hester was nominated for At-Large 3

Alex Snitker was nominated for Vice-Chair
Jared Grifoni was nominated for At-Large 1
Char-Lez Braden was nominated for Chair
Dana Cummings was nominated for Chair
Officer Reports:
Chair Report - Adrian Wyllie
Adrian spoke about the $70,000 fine that was levied on the LPF earlier this year because of
fillings with the FEC and the State Division of Elections. Fortunately, Adrian and Bill Wohlsifer
were able to challenge the fine in court earlier this year. Adrian also spoke in length about
membership growth , 1200% in the past year alone. He also spoke about 28% voter registration
growth in the past 2 quarters.

https://fbcdn-sphotos-d-a.akamaihd.net/hphotos-akash4/429973_628029103892200_94972431_n.jpg
b. Secretary's Report - Lynn House
Minutes of the previous meeting
Moved and seconded to approve the minutes of the previous meeting
Passed
c. Treasurer Report - Danielle Alexandre
LPF has $26,711.30 in assets; $3,143.00 in liabilities. Also spoke about forming a finance
committee.

Tom Rhodes, chair of the platform report introduced an addition to the LPF Platform that
addressed privacy. Dale Doelling seconded. There was almost universal support.
The first part of the changes to the bylaws/constitution was billed as a “Consent Agenda”. 5
amendments that were supposedly done to get the state party’s governing rules in compliance
with state law. Some individuals thought about objecting to the consent agenda because of
wording in one of the amendments. The particular language that was very questionable was “and
shall, upon request, show proof of registration as a Libertarian voter in the State of Florida.”
People thought this was very vague and not everyone carries their voter registration card around
with them everywhere. Regardless, there was no objection and the agenda passed.
After those changes were passed, another procedural amendment to the LPF Constitution passed
regarding membership. One section from standing rules was eliminated, and language was added
“And asks to be a member of the LPF”.
Another amendment to the LPF Constitution passed that would require the state Executive
Committee to approve the Chair’s decision to remove a standing committee member.
An amendment passed to remove a committee that wasn’t active and I believe had no members,
called the “Electoral Victory Committee”. This passed with a vast majority vote.
The delegation then voted on an amendment to the LPF Constitution that added duties for
members of the Candidate Committee. This passed after a slight change to the original
amendment.
Another somewhat procedural amendment renamed some of the committees, such as the
Nomination committee (Which approves Libertarian candidates for vetting, or in other words,
official LPF recognition). This passed with a vast majority vote.

The 6th proposed change to the LPF constitution shortened the length of the term for the Rules
Committee from 3 to 1 years. It also allows the Rules Committee to reword the Constitution and
By-laws for grammatical, spelling and punctuation errors. This passed with a vast majority vote.
The last change to the LPF Constitution was one that pertained to members of the platform
committee, removing previous language and making it state “Section 6. Platform Committee.
The Platform Committee shall be nominated by the Chair
of the LPF with the advice and consent of the Executive
Committee and contain at least three members whose
task will be to present a combined document of
proposed changes and additions to the Party Platform at
the Annual Business Meeting. It shall perform its duties to
present a document as outlined in Article V.”

This passed with a vast majority vote.
Bylaw’s changes began with adding language that would allow the LPF for “vetting and
supporting multi-county or state wide candidates for office” This was contested because officers
of local affiliates felt this as an intrusive overreach and cited concerns that the state may
financially support candidates that they themselves didn’t support. Some individuals disagreed
with this premise, saying there’s no control over radio waves going into other areas, and is a
candidate who has his bus wrapped by LPF funds not allowed to drive through certain areas. It
was a pretty close vote, but the motion passed.
Next came one of the most controversial bylaws changes. For reader clarity, I will copy paste
portions from the unapproved minutes.
Picture: https://fbcdn-sphotos-b-a.akamaihd.net/hphotos-akash4/429934_627290013966109_575867673_n.jpg

Dana Cummings moved “that Article II, Section 6 of the bylaws be stricken,
and replaced with the following:
Proposed Change:
Any member of the Libertarian Party of Florida, or
member of the Executive Committee, may be suspended
by two-third vote of the executive committee for
violation of the Non-Aggression oath. Upon suspension of
a member of the party or a member of the Executive
Committee, the officer or member may appeal the
suspension in writing within 30 days. If no appeal is made
by the suspended officer or member, they shall be
removed from office, and have their membership
revoked, upon expiration of the 30 day appeal period. If

an appeal is made, the executive committee shall review
the appeal and vote upon removal at the next regularly
scheduled executive committee meeting. A three-fourths
vote will be required to remove the appealing suspended
officer or member. Should the vote fail, the suspension
will be lifted and membership and/or Executive
Committee status shall be fully restored. Should the
three-fourths vote pass, membership shall be revoked
for a period of five years, at which time the member
shall be eligible to re-apply for membership as defined in
Article 2 of the Constitution. After a member has been
reinstated, should that individual's membership be
revoked as outlined above a second time, the revocation
shall become permanent, and that individual will no longer
be eligible for membership in the LPF."
Original in Bylaws:
Section 6. Suspension of officers or membership shall be
conducted under the rules of suspension for affiliates as
outlined in Sections Four (4) and Five (5) of this Article.
This was a highly controversial bylaws change. Bill Wohlsifer, a regional representative on the
Executive Committee stood and discussed how 5 years was too long. Ray Netherwood also stood
against the proposed change. Steve LaBianca spoke about the vagueness of the wording, and
how violating the non-aggression pledge can be very subjective. He also cited how many
individuals consider voting itself an act of aggression. I likened this change to the ability of the
EC to setup Salem witch trials. At one point, one individual moved the change the 2/3rds
requirement to a ¾’s Executive committee vote. I stood up and discussed how those accused of
wrong doing have the right of a jury by their peers which requires unanimous decision. One
individual suggested a 7/8th’s majority would be the best. The ¾’s change to the motion passed.
Recess for lunch
Roger Stone spoke at a luncheon.

https://fbcdn-sphotos-e-a.akamaihd.net/hphotos-akash3/9050_628029737225470_935795020_n.jpg
I didn’t attend the Roger Stone luncheon however he announced he won’t be seeking the
Libertarian gubernatorial nomination in Florida for 2014. For more background on that, please
see this article: http://miamiherald.typepad.com/nakedpolitics/2013/05/roger-stone-why-i-wontrun-for-governor.html
2:00 quorum 67 delegates, 34 being a quorum, 46 for 2/3
Daniel Faubion moved the amend the original wording from 5 years to 1 year. This amendment
passed.
Tom Rhodes moved to add the following language: or by
majority vote of the delegation at the next annual
meeting . This passed.
This would allow delegates at the next convention to overturn a suspension by the Executive
Committee.
At one point, Steve LaBianca made a motion to table this discussion, and by Roberts Rules of
Order a motion to table is non-debatable. Unfortunately Adrian Wyllee continued to speak on the
motion to table for about 2 minutes before holding the vote to table. The motion to table failed.
All of these amendments to the main motion were generally good, the 5 to 1 year reduction, the
¾ EC vote to suspend as opposed to the 2/3rds, and the ability for delegates to overturn the
suspension.

The amendment with changes passed.
Char-lez Braden moved to amend the agenda to vote on the other bylaws changes after the
officer elections. This passed.
Candidates were allotted only 2 minutes each for a speech, which I personally thought was way
too short for a 2 year term for officers of the state party. Candidates spoke in the order in which
they were nominated from the floor, with Chair, Vice Chair, At-Large 1, and At-Large 3 being
last, with elections being held in between each round.
For the Chair’s election: Char-lez Braden, who at the time was LPF Vice-Chair, spoke first. He
talked about his strategy to grow the LPF. Candidates, Affiliates, and a third thing (I believe
fundraising). He also cited his experience in the private sector, working with 1000’s of people
worldwide and having an MBA.
Dana Cummings spoke how she wants to grow the LPF as well. She mentioned she had worked
with 100’s of people as well, and I believe something along the lines of being a swimming
coach. She also stated her goal was to raise an additional $25,000 dollars this year, effectively
double the LPF coffers.
Steve LaBianca asked both candidates a question: How long have you been active with the
Libertarian Party? Char-lez responded since 2008 or 2009, and has been vice-chair for 2 years.
Dana Cummings responded that she was new to the LP, having joined in the later part of 2012. (I
think she said October).
The election was held by standing vote:
Dana Cummings 31
Char-Lez Braden 22
NOTA 6
Dana Cummings announced as the winner.
Next came the speeches for Vice Chair.
Readers note: I had prepared a speech and was told in advance that they “wouldn’t be Nazi’s
about running over for time”.

Mike Kane speaking https://sphotos-b.xx.fbcdn.net/hphotosfrc3/983976_10101905541706622_1491169587_n.jpg
I spoke, but was interrupted a few times by Adrian Wyllee for time, which made me feel
uncomfortable. This uneasiness led me to making one of the worst speeches I’ve ever done.
Regardless, I gave my LP background, spoke about my goal to recruit 20 candidates for the FL
House of Representatives, and also spoke about how paper affiliates with 3 people don’t have
much value, since people have to spend time doing business when they could be out recruiting
new members. Finally I mentioned that LPF should always refund candidates filing fees, and
shouldn’t be in possession of stolen property. After being interrupted many times by Adrian
Wyllee, Alex Snitker yelled “Let him Finish” which I have to say I greatly appreciated. The
ending of my speech was an attempt to push the LPF in a different ideological direction. Part of
it included:
“We aren’t here to perfect the state, we are here to abolish it. Rather than promoting medical
cannibus, we ought to promote the rational idea of self ownership. Instead of the Fair Tax, we
should promote No Tax. Our rights don’t come from some piece of paper written; our rights are
inherent because we are individuals – human beings. Rather than talking about the Constitution;
let’s talk about the Constitution of No Authority” and “This is about building a voluntary society
free of force, fraud and coercion”.

Alex Snitker, at the time a regional representative on the Executive Committee, gave a very
passionate speech where he promised full county affiliation for all 67 counties in the state. He
cited his previous Senate run in 2010, where he ran against current Senator Marco Rubio. His
speech was very short, but the biggest highlight was when he yelled “I will die for what I
believe", referencing his child having the right to grow up as a free individual.

Alex Snitker picture: https://sphotos-a.xx.fbcdn.net/hphotosash3/581185_627273447301099_390486429_n.jpg
Votes were held next:
Mike Kane 10
Alex Snitker 45
NOTA 2
Alex Snitker announced as winner.
At Large Director candidates spoke next .
Each person spoke and cited their plans for growing affiliates and the LPF.
Jared Grifoni, at the time a regional representative on the EC, and current chair of the Collier
County LP) cited his work with the Collier LP who in just 2 short years has become an active
county affiliate. He also cited the Collier LP’s work at the local level getting a county resolution
passed protecting the 2nd amendment of the Constitution. Readers Note: Jared Grifoni and the
Collier LP hosted the convention

Pete Blome , who I believe was the current at-Large Director 1 spoke citing his experience with
his previous term and some other things that are slipping my mind.
Picture: Pete Blome
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It should also be noted that Char-Lez Braden was nominated for At-Large 1 , but withdrew his
nomination, saying he’d like to spend more time with his daughter.
Vicki Kirkland questioned Jared Grifoni about whether it was true that she and Cha-Lez Braden
helped him start his affiliate. Vicki mentioned how she was state chair at the time and attended
their second afilliate meeting, and Char-Lez Braden attended their first. Both Ms. Kirkland and
Mr. Braden helped Jared start the affiliate and wanted delegates to know that as she was proud of
that fact.Votes were held next:
Pete Blome 11
Jared Grifoni 42
NOTA 5
Jared Grifoni announced as winner.
More nominations from the floor were held for Director At-Large 3. Pete Blome was nominated
as well as myself.

Dave Hester gave a speech about helping build county affiliates and his willing to travel to do so.
Pete Blame gave a very short speech, reiterating what he had said earlier. Greg Lennon didn’t
really say much from what I can remember. I
Votes were held:
Pete Blome 23
Mike Kane 12
Greg Lennon 4
Dave Hester 18
NOTA 5
Pete Blome announced as winner.
Regional Caucuses then formed, where each region voted on a representative for the Executive
Committee. The winners were:
Region One: Dick Creamer
Region Two: vacant
Region Three: Bill Wohlsifer
Region Four: vacant
Region Five: Zachary Silva
Region Six: Char-Lez Braden
Region Seven: vacant
Region Eight: Brian Cole
Region Nine: Vicki Kirkland
Region Ten: Jessica Mears
Region Eleven: Dale Doelling
Region Twelve: Elsa Martinez
Region Thirteen:Karl Dickey
Region Fourteen:Mike Kane
Dana Cummings introduced a motion to add language to the bylaws regarding non-participating
members on the Executive Committee, adding language “If the member does
not submit a resignation, their unexcused absence from
three monthly Executive Committee meetings or six
bi-weekly Executive Committee meetings shall be
considered a resignation effective immediately” .
This passed.
Next Dana Cummings introduced a bylaws change that essentially would allow individuals who
want to be delegates to sign the Non Aggression pledge at any point, provided they were
regisetered Libertarian voters for 60 days. Before this change, delegates would have to have
signed the pledge 60 days in advance of the convention. This passed.
One very important amendment was up for vote next. The wording was

“The Libertarian Party of Florida recognizes FS 99.092
regarding qualifying fees and the provision that no
qualifying fee shall be returned to the candidate unless
the candidate withdraws his or her candidacy before the
last date to qualify; with the exception that the
Libertarian Party of Florida will reimburse to each
candidate for political office the party assessment fee
paid to the LPF by the state from that candidate’s
qualifying fees, provided the candidate has been
vetted and approved by the LPF in accordance with its
Bylaws and Standing Rules to run as a Libertarian.”
Move to amend by Scott McNaughton to strike ,
provided the candidate has been vetted and
approved by the LPF in accordance with its Bylaws
and Standing Rules to run as a Libertarian.
Vicki Kirkland spoke about this motion and the controversy in the past and how the LPF should
always refund candidates filing fees because it’s their money and the LPF has no claim over it.
The motion passed, which I personally feel is great as there had been much controversy over
some candidates not being refunded their filing fees in the past from the LPF.
Recess until 9:30 next morning.
9:30 Quorom.
James Ray gave a tribute to long term Florida Activist Harry Reid.
Also, an author Michael Isenberg from Massachusetts discussed his new novel called Full
Asylum. He talked about how it was essentially Atlas Shrugged meets 1984. Many people later
picked up copies.

Michael Isenberg speaking https://fbcdn-sphotos-f-a.akamaihd.net/hphotos-akash4/294145_628029680558809_191556711_n.jpg

Dana Cummings introduced a bylaws change which was mostly procedural in nature that would
allow the state Executive Committee to preside over the annual state convention.
Motions from the floor
Don Sheldon Moved the LPF adopt the following resolution:
We support grand juries investigating an indicting willful
misconduct in office by public officers.
Seconded and passed.
Mike Kane Moved the LPF adopt the following Resolution:
Whereas, recent polls have revealed that about
three-quarters of all Americans favor eliminating all
foreign aid to all nations, regardless of who the
recipients are, and,
Whereas, this represents a position of the
Libertarian Party that doesn't require any
convincing of the public -- they already agree with
us; and,
Whereas the U.S. government is clearly insolvent
and has amassed a debt it will never repay, and
therefore "aid to dependent dictators" is simply an
awful policy, and,
Whereas, the wealth we send overseas is money
we now owe China,

Be it resolved that the Libertarian Party of Florida
calls for the complete and total elimination of all
aid, whether humanitarian, economic, or military,
regardless of who the recipients are, regardless of
whether they have "good" or "bad" human rights
records, and regardless of whether or not they are
considered "allies", "friends", "enemies", "terrorist
regimes" or "mafia states".
Seconded.
Jared Grifoni moved to commit to the EC seconded and passed Resolution will be addressed by the EC.
Readers note: I was adamant on the delegation voting on this.
Bill Wohlsifer moved to amend the By-Laws:
LPF established committees may use Facebook as a
forum for its meetings, providing notice of the domain
address and manner in which non-committee LPF
members may enter credentials to view, but not
participate, in committee discussions and business.
seconded and passed
By-Law placement to be determined by EC
This was in my opinion a very good point Mr. Wohlsifer brought up, because this will make
meetings more transparent.
Jared Grifoni
Move to allocate $253.57 to Collier LP for convention
costs
seconded and passed
The Treasurer will write a check

Abigail Dubearn Moves to amend the platform
2. Education platform Section IX.2 Motion to amend at
LPF Convention
Because parents are best situated to decide what is os in
their own children's best interests, we support all
measures that enhance the educational choices available,
such as charter schools, vouchers or tax credits for
private tuition, and home schooling.
Change to
.......private tuition, home schooling, and adding and
revising goals and strategies to the local School
Improvement Plan where the "majority requirement for

the school advisory council is comprised of parents,
students, and business/community representatives to
make a majority who are not employed by the district."
There was much discussion on this and many rewording friendly amendment changes. One
gentleman spoke out against this because he “doesn’t think government schools should exist”.
Eventually the platform change became a similarly worded resolution, after Danielle Alexandre
moved to commit that EC address this at the next EC meeting in the form of a resolution. This
move to commit passed.
I introduced a new platform change to the LPF platform, to add a new section titled
“Immigration - We support unrestricted free migration of all individuals across all Florida
borders and coastlines". There was an amendment to incorporation of national’s platform
instead and much discussion on whether this was in conflict with national’s platform. A point of
order was made that it required a 2/3rds vote of LPF members, not delegates, to pass this
platform change since it was considered to be contradictory to the national platform. I disagreed,
citing that state and local law enforcement quite often uses their boats to pick up Cuban refugees
off the shore line and then turn them into to U.S. Customs for deportation. Alex Snitker moved to
commit this to the EC which passed.
Pete Blome tried to introduce a change to the LPF Constitution, but was ruled out of order
because all changes to LPF Constitution must first be approved by the rules committee.
10:50: Committee assignments
Those assigned to the Rules Committee
Rules
Alternate Charles J. McBrearty
Platform
Jared Grifoni
Pete Blome
Communications
Amanda Dillon
Legislative Review
Curtis Wolf
Finance/Marketing
Alex Vidal
Daniel Faubion
Michael Higgs
Activism
Vicki Kirkland
Don Sheldon
Delegate comments:
Dana Cummings spoke how the finance/marketing committee would have finance teams and
fundraising teams.

Steve LaBianca spoke out against this idea, citing that finance people shouldn’t be doing fundraising
and fundraisers shouldn’t be doing finance.
Mr. LaBianca also spoke about how vague the earlier amendment’s language was in regards to who
determines what violates the non-aggression pledge and how it was incredibly too subjective.
Crowd gave round of applause to outgoing chair Adrian Wyllee.
Crowd gave round of applause to Jared Grifoni and the Collier LP for putting on convention.
Business meeting adjourned.

John Wayne Smith speaking with G Scott MacNaughton.
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Zach Silva and Vicki Kirkland
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Collier county LP
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